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Preface
Helsinki and its travel, tourism and event industries 
have developed significantly in recent years, thanks 
to unprecedented growth and decision-makers 
working together. In 2021–2025, we will follow a city 
strategy entitled A Place of Growth to develop Hel-
sinki into the smartest and most sustainable travel 
destination in the world. During the strategy period, 
we will pay particular attention to the recovery from 
the coronavirus pandemic and the effects of the war 
of aggression against Ukraine.  

In this situation, the city also needs new sources for 
growth. These can be found in the service sectors, 
and tourism and events are among the most poten-
tial ones. The growth potential is illustrated by the 5% 
growth rate of tourism before the pandemic and the 
increased willingness of people to travel, seek new 
experiences, meet each other and feel that they be-
long after all the crises. 

However, the sustainable growth and renewal of 
tourism and event and other related sectors requires 
new forms of cooperation and partnerships. In many 
areas, cooperation is already working well. That said, 
we now need to increase it further to promote big 
issues and tap the unused potential of Helsinki. We 
have the opportunity to do something bigger and in-
novative by combining the resources of urban opera-
tors, businesses and other sectors more closely and 
finding new ways of cooperation between the various 
industries. The tourism and events programme is 
one concrete step towards achieving this goal.

Helsinki’s appeal and services will continue to stand 
out in international competition provided we invest 
especially in our natural strengths and a good oper-
ating environment. It is important to understand that 

we do not compete so much with other Finnish oper-
ators in tourism but with our Nordic reference cities 
in particular. Tourism and events enliven the city in 
many ways, creating new services and complex so-
cial and cultural impacts with significant economic 
multiplier effects.

The city’s ambitious goal of being carbon neutral by 
2030 also provides a framework for the goal in the 
tourism and events sectors. The objectives and stra-
tegic choices defined in the programme will system-
atically take us toward the goal.

Data and digitalisation help Helsinki to manage smart 
tourism and events. We strive to find solutions to the 
challenges of the residents and businesses. With an-
alysed high-quality data, we can anticipate customer 
needs, support the competitiveness of businesses 
and be more effective in enhancing our operations. 
Digitalisation enables an even more sustainable op-
erating environment that can predict and confident-
ly respond to changes and crises, including global 
warming.

The significance of tourism and events is much 
greater to Helsinki than is usually perceived. They 
may well become even more important in the future 
if we can seize the great opportunities ahead of us. 
By focusing on our strengths and creating new ones, 
we may get to enjoy significant growth in the future. 
 

Juhana Vartiainen, 
Mayor, 
City of Helsinki

Summary
Helsinki is Finland’s most important tourist desti-
nation and event city. In Helsinki, the vibrant urban 
culture, complete with events, tourists and restau-
rants, has been adopted as a key strategic priority 
for promoting vitality and well-being.

This tourism and events programme is a joint docu-
ment of the Helsinki City Group operators to support 
the long-term development of the tourism and event 
sectors for 2022–2026. The programme guides the 
operations of the City Group for the benefit of the 
tourists, residents, event visitors, local businesses 
and other actors.

The programme includes the following three strate-
gic goals:

A. Helsinki is a vibrant and 
internationally attractive 
city for tourism and events

The city’s vitality and appeal are promoted by invest-
ing in attracting international tourists and strength-
ening events, with a particular focus on year-round 
attractiveness and comfort of the residents. Helsin-
ki’s competitiveness regarding international con-
gresses and major events will also be supported. 
The prerequisites and development targets include 
broadening the diverse and lively range of events, 
strengthening the appeal of the distinctive urban 
culture, food and nature, and improving accessibility 
and customer paths. 

B. Helsinki is an international 
pioneer and provider of 
solutions in sustainable 

tourism and events

Environmental sustainability and carbon neutrality 
are at the forefront of development. Sustainability is 
considered a differentiation factor and competitive 
advantage for Helsinki. The goal is to be the most 
sustainable destination in the world. At the same 
time, the well-being of Helsinki residents will be em-
phasised as the starting point for all activities. Social 
sustainability and inclusiveness will also be further 

developed and used as a resource. Sustainable de-
velopment will be promoted by pursuing, for exam-
ple, the Sustainable Travel Finland (STF) label and the 
top position in the Global Destination Sustainability 
index. The availability of labour and safety are pre-
requisites for all operations and must, therefore, be 
invested in.

C. Helsinki is a smart 
destination and a  
functional event city

Helsinki was chosen as the smartest travel destina-
tion in Europe (European Capital of Smart Tourism) 
in 2019. Helsinki now has every chance of becoming 
the world’s smartest and most functional visitor des-
tination in cooperation with the companies, scientific 
community and residents. All development is based 
on knowledge management, something we will focus 
on significantly in the coming years. Smartness and 
functionality also include considering the needs of 
tourism and events in the city’s decision-making. To 
this end, we will implement a Master Plan for Tourism 
and Events, a comprehensive map-based develop-
ment plan defining the long-term goals for developing 
tourism and event locations. The one-stop-shop prin-
ciple and other improvements related to functional 
event city will also be promoted. A prerequisite to 
this is that the digitalisation of companies continues, 
something that should be supported. We will also en-
sure that the city provides the best possible platform 
for innovations and new partnerships.

The tourism and events programme was approved 
by the City of Helsinki’s Economic Development Di-
vision on 9.5.2022. The implementation and monitor-
ing of the programme is primarily the responsibility 
of the City Executive Office’s Economic Development 
department’s Tourism and Destination Management 
Unit and the Communications department’s Brand 
unit, working in close cooperation with Helsinki Part-
ners, the Helsinki Event Foundation and the city di-
visions. The tourism and events programme has 14 
specified indicators used to monitor the achieve-
ment of the objectives regularly. A concrete action 
plan has been derived from the objectives, choices 
and prerequisites for the development outlined in 
the programme, and it will be updated periodically.
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1. Introduction:  
why, what and how
Helsinki is Finland’s most important tourist destina-
tion and event city. In Helsinki, the vibrant urban cul-
ture, complete with events, tourists and restaurants, 
has been adopted as a key strategic priority for pro-
moting vitality and well-being. Besides the significant 
economic multiplier effects, tourism and events pro-
mote understanding, social cohesion and tolerance 
between people and cultures.

Helsinki’s tourism and event sectors are expected 
to grow and renew in the coming years. However, 
growth and renewal cannot be taken for granted. 
The global economic situation is unstable, and the 
latest information from the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) on global warming is more 
alarming than ever. The effects of the coronavirus 
pandemic and Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine are likely to be felt for a long time. Also, the 
demands of customers have increased, meaning 
that innovative long-term cooperation between sev-
eral parties is required to provide high-quality expe-
riences sustainably. Increasingly fierce competition 
makes developing Helsinki’s attraction and vitality 
through cooperation between various actors more 
important than ever – even vital.

This programme is a joint document of the Helsinki 
City Group operators to support the long-term devel-
opment of the tourism and event sectors. It provides 
strategic goals, choices, and prerequisites for de-
veloping closely interlinked themes and sectors for 
2022–2026, beyond the city strategy period ending 
in 2025.

The programme guides the operations of the City 
Group for the benefit of the tourists, residents, 
event visitors, local businesses and other actors. The 
common programme clarifies the goals for the busi-
nesses and communities and enables the produc-
tion of even more attractive experiences. It will also 
strengthen and deepen the cooperation between 
City Group operators. The goal is to increase vitali-
ty, appeal, renewal and growth in a sustainable and 
smart way.

The interactive preparation process (section 6) of 
the tourism and events programme involved a wide 
range of actors participating in numerous meetings. 
They consisted of City Group representatives and 
operators outside the city.

The key steering strategy in the tourism and events 
programme is the Helsinki City Strategy. The tour-
ism and events programme also considers Helsinki’s 
priority areas for economic development and a wide 
range of existing roadmaps, strategies, guidelines 
and commitments (Appendix 1).

In addition, the programme utilises Helsinki’s earli-
er programme for sustainable tourism (which lacks 
official approval due to the coronavirus pandemic) 
and the content of the current roadmap for events. 
The UN Sustainable Development Goals, the Glob-
al Destination Sustainability Index and the national 
Sustainable Travel Finland programme are also tak-
en into account. The goals of the new programme are 
in line with those in the previous roadmap, but social 
responsibility, knowledge-based management and 
the sector’s ecosystem, for example, are further em-
phasised. As for tourism, the new programme places 
greater emphasis on sustainable operation, the im-
portance of knowledge-based management and re-
covery from crises.

A business impact assessment has been carried out 
for the programme. The programme measures have 
also been analysed on the basis of the UN Sustaina-
ble Development Goals (Appendix 3).  The results in-
dicate that the programme contributes in particular 
to the following ten SDGs:

The development and operational activities of tour-
ism and events are managed and coordinated by the 
City Executive Office’s Economic Development and 
Communications departments (events and brand), 
but measures are implemented in collaboration be-
tween various City Group operators.  Key operators 
in the city organisation include the Culture and Lei-
sure division and the Urban Environment division. 
Key operators among the City of Helsinki subsidiary 
organisations include Helsinki Partners Ltd, Helsinki 
City Premises Ltd, and Helsinki Event Foundation or-
ganising Helsinki’s own major events. (Appendix 2).
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Some programme measures require changing the 
operating procedures and a new collaborative way to 
develop the tourism and event sectors. Some meas-
ures will also require additional resources and a real-
location of existing resources to achieve the desired 

results. The implementation and achievement of the 
programme goals will be monitored annually and ad-
justed in accordance with the plan (section 6), if nec-
essary.
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2. Current situation
Tourism has significant multiplier 
effects

In recent years, Finland and Helsinki's tourist and 
hospitality sector has grown and internationalised 
more rapidly than other industries. Tourism has be-
come an important export sector (2.7% of GDP in 
2019). Tourism is highly labour-intensive (147,000 
employees in Finland), employing large numbers of 
young people and immigrants. In Helsinki, the number 
of jobs in the tourism industry is estimated at 35,600. 
However, with the coronavirus pandemic, challenges 
in labour supply and demand have increased further.

Tourism generates significant cash flows and tax 
revenues for Helsinki. In 2018, tourists spent approx-
imately EUR 1.7 billion in Helsinki, which is approxi-
mately twice as much as in the entire region of Lap-
land, for example. In 2020, however, tourism income 
generated in Helsinki dropped by more than 50 per 
cent from 2019. The multiplier effects are significant: 
one tourist euro brings about 60 cents to other sec-
tors. Overnight stays recorded in Helsinki increased 
by more than 50 per cent between 2009 and 2019, to-
talling more than 4.5 million in 2019 (compared to 23 
million overnight stays in Finland as a whole). In 2021, 
the number of overnight stays in Helsinki was only 
half that of 2019. Due to the coronavirus pandemic, 
most of these were domestic visitors. Tourism has 
had a significant impact on Helsinki’s service offering 
and cityscape. It brings business to many shops, res-
taurants and other services and enriches the local 
service offering. Tourism greatly impacts the vitali-
ty of the city centre. It has helped Helsinki increase 
its service offering, support international transport 
connections and improve the city’s international ap-
peal also from the point of view of investments and 
skilled labour.

Helsinki sets an example for other 
event cities

Helsinki has been developing events for a long time 
now, with good results. The city is widely recognised 
as a reliable and safe event city, rated as the most 
popular congress city in the Nordic countries and 
the 12th most popular in the world. In addition, many 
urban grassroots events developed in Helsinki, such 
as Restaurant Day and Dinner Under the Sky, have 
been exported as concepts around the world. While 

creating attractive and vibrant local culture and ex-
periences for residents and visitors, the events can 
also be used effectively to improve and bolster the 
city’s reputation and brand.

According to the reports by the Finnish event indus-
try association and a survey by the Research Insti-
tute of the Finnish Economy (ETLA), the Finnish event 
industry is worth EUR 2.35 billion to the national 
economy, with 3,200 companies and nearly 200,000 
employees (20,000 full-time and 120,000–170,000 
temporary). It amounts to 1.2% of Finland’s GDP. The 
majority of the event industry actors operate in Hel-
sinki and the Helsinki metropolitan area. Events also 
provide a reason for people to travel or visit Helsinki 
at a specific time. 

External drivers of change

The coronavirus pandemic has had an exceptional-
ly strong impact on Helsinki tourism and event sec-
tors through strict restrictions. Viral variants, the 
rate of vaccination in different countries, varying 
restrictions in Finland and other countries, the glob-
al economic situation and people’s carefulness all 
affect the recovery of the tourism and event indus-
tries. The recovery from the coronavirus pandemic 
began in Helsinki in the summer of 2021, thanks to 
domestic visitors. Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine has had and will have an impact also on Hel-
sinki tourism and events. The extent of the impact de-
pends on the duration of the war. Sanctions against 
Russia affect, among other things, the rise in prices 
and, thereby, the competitiveness of companies. The 
closure of Russian airspace has reduced Asian flight 
connections to Helsinki, in particular, and also affect-
ed other flight routes. The weakened sense of securi-
ty has had some impact on people’s willingness and 
readiness to travel, their perceptions and, possibly, 
willingness to invest. As it stands in April 2022, some 
events and group trips have been cancelled and 
postponed, cruise programmes and the number of 
cruise visits have been changed, reservation times 
have shortened, questions about the security situ-
ation have increased, fuel fees have been added to 
consumer prices, costs have risen, purchasing pow-
er has weakened and accessibility to Finland from 
Asia, in particular, has deteriorated. The absence of 
a major international-level event arena due to sanc-
tions is also a clear competitive disadvantage. 
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3. Future outlooks
The pace of change is increasing, with individual 
global phenomena, events, megatrends and crises 
also impacting Finland. The development of the in-
dustries that are an integral and interactive part of 
society is greatly influenced by political, economic, 
societal, technological and environmental factors. 

Cities as drivers of change

Global megatrends support the growth of Finland 
and Helsinki. Urbanisation will continue, which is one 
reason why the population of Helsinki and the lev-
el of demand and number of visitors to the city are 
expected to increase. Interest in cities that are not 
among the best-known and congested is expected to 
increase. 

The continuous technological development creates 
new opportunities in the industries and business, in-
cluding serving customers during the pre-trip inspi-
ration, planning and booking phases, as well as dur-
ing and after the trip or event. Emerging technologies 
such as artificial intelligence, robotics, augmented 
reality, big data analysis, metaverse and autonomous 
means of transport affect people’s daily lives and 
leisure time and, therefore, the development of the 
industries.

Traditional industry divisions and value chains will 
change across the board. Business and value-cre-
ating data will be created in networks of platforms. 
The use of consumer and open data between differ-
ent operators will play an increasingly important role. 
The growing platform economy networks also affect 
the operating models and methods of promoting and 
developing Helsinki’s industries. The significance of 
value networks also grows through ecosystems, with 
the participating companies cooperating and finding 
new ways to create value and business models both 
nationally and internationally. 

Sustainable development

The importance of sustainable development will con-
tinue to grow in the activities of the city, companies 
and customers alike. Therefore, industries should 
be developed by reinforcing positive and reducing 
negative environmental, economic and socio-cultur-
al impacts. In the future, sustainability will increas-
ingly include things like active participation in the 

protection of the cultural and natural environment, 
low-carbon food and drink production, sensitivity to 
local heritage, carbon-neutral operation and maximi-
sation of the local economic impact. Helsinki is well 
prepared to respond to the challenges posed by cli-
mate change and positively impact the choices of in-
dividual consumers.

Transformation of consumption habits

Consumption habits are rapidly changing and be-
coming fragmented. Customers assume different 
roles and have service expectations based, for ex-
ample, on their travel company and the kind of ex-
periences and values they are looking for.  Growing 
consumption trends include staycation (holidaying 
and leisure activities locally or near home), DIY vaca-
tions (Do It Yourself) and combining work and leisure 
time by having a workation (combination of work and 
a vacation), flexcation (working remotely on a holiday 
destination) and bleisure (holidays mixing business 
and leisure). Other factors to consider include the 
growing number of senior citizens, three-generation 
trips, the special characteristics of the millennial, 
generation Z’s consumer habits and the rapid growth 
of individual travelling compared to group travelling. 
More emphasis is placed on personal well-being in 
leisure time and on holiday and business trips. De-
mand for luxury experiences is also expected to in-
crease.

As for events, emphasis will be on providing oppor-
tunities for sustainably organised events, safety, and 
equal experiences for all customers by means of hy-
brid events, for example. Competition for internation-
al congresses will be more fierce. The winners will be 
those able to offer services that are both responsible 
as a whole and well-functioning and come with at-
tractive incentives.   

The recovery from the coronavirus pandemic and 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine is ex-
pected to occur through local, domestic and Europe-
an customers.  Forecasting the future in the current 
situation is difficult, but many predict that tourism 
will return to “normal” in 2024. According to the lat-
est Finnish event industry association’s membership 
survey, the recovery of major events and event or-
ganisers will take approximately a year. The survey 
did not account for possible global uncertainties, 
such as the war of aggression against Ukraine. 
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4.1 Strategic goals
Increasing the city’s vitality and appeal, promoting 
sustainable development and managing city and eco-
system-wide activities based on knowledge and data 
are central to developing and promoting the tourism 

and event sectors. It is also important to take advan-
tage of digitalisation opportunities and streamline 
the city’s decision-making and cooperation. 

The three strategic goals of the Helsinki Tourism and Events Programme up 
to 2026 are as follows: 

To achieve the three strategic goals, we have chosen 
strategic focus areas for the period and six entities.
These will provide the prerequisites for the develop-
ment and support of long-term improvement in the 
fields of activities (Table 1). Section 5 includes more 
detailed descriptions of the choices and prerequi-
sites. There is also a separate implementation action 

plan that will be regularly updated throughout the 
programme’s validity period. The action plan defines 
the responsible parties and entity-specific indicators 
for monitoring the implementation.

A. 
Helsinki is a vibrant  
and internationally  
attractive city for  

tourism and events

B. 
Helsinki is an inter-

national pioneer and 
provider of solutions in 

sustainable tourism  
and events

C. 
Helsinki is a smart  
destination and a  

functional event city

4. Strategic goals of 
the tourism and events 
programme
The Helsinki City Strategy 2021–2025, entitled 
“A place of growth”, provides the basis for 
the goals and measures of the tourism and 
events programme.

“ An appealing city also attracts travellers. We will develop Helsinki into the 
smartest and most sustainable travel destination.”

“ Events have an important role in making Helsinki an enjoyable, 
dynamic and attractive city. When it comes to events, Helsinki acts as a 
responsible developer and a trustworthy 
and inspiring partner. It also acts as an effective event platform and is 
a popular conference host. People and businesses find the city easy to 
work with when arranging events, big or small. Helsinki should be able 
to offer event organisers and businesses assistance according to a one-
stop-shop principle. Permit requirements will be relaxed so facilities and 
areas can be more easily available for all types of events and cultural 
purposes. Helsinki will work to improve its competitiveness as a host of 
cultural and sporting events, fairs, international conferences and other 
large events in cooperation with groups that are active in this field.”

“ Those active in the industries of art and culture and hospitality and 
events have faced several kinds of hardships. We must resolutely address 
these issues in the coming years and eliminate the city’s care backlogs.”

Helsinki City Strategy 2021–2025

A. Helsinki is a vibrant and 
internationally attractive city  
for tourism and events

B. Helsinki is an international 
pioneer and provider of solutions in 
sustainable tourism and events

C. Helsinki is a smart destination 
and a functional event city

Strategic choices 

A.1. International visitors will 
generate the growth in tourism 

B.1. Environmental sustainability and 
carbon neutrality at the forefront of 
development

C.1. Smart development of tourism 
and events is based on knowledge 

A.2. Events strengthen the liveliness 
and vitality of Helsinki

B.2. Helsinki residents, inclusiveness 
and social and cultural sustainability 
at the core of development

C.2. City space-related decisions 
support tourism and events

A.3. International congresses and 
major events as drivers of growth

B.3. Helsinki is a world leader in 
sustainability, verified by indices and 
certifications

C.3. Helsinki is a functioning 
platform for events

Prerequisites for the development 

A.4. Distinctive urban culture, food 
and unique nature enhance the city’s 
appeal

B.4. The availability of skilled labour 
is vital for the sectors

C.4. Promoting companies’ digital 
capabilities to increase their 
competitiveness

A.5. Good transport links and 
smooth customer paths as 
prerequisites for competitiveness

B.5. Focusing on comprehensive 
safety is a prerequisite for the city’s 
appeal

C.5. Growth and renewal through 
accelerating innovation in the 
tourism and event sectors

Table 1: Strategic goals, choices and prerequisites for the development
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4.2 Key quantitative objectives and indicators (KPI)
Several quantified objectives and indicators have 
been set for each of the strategic goals, the imple-
mentation of which is monitored regularly (Table 2).  
The objectives were set based on the current  
situation. They are moderate due to the coronavirus  

pandemic and Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine. Besides the measures to be taken, external 
factors, such as the general economic situation, will 
influence the achievement of the objectives.

Table 2: Key objectives and indicators

Strategic goal Current situation
Objective  
for 2026

Helsinki is a vibrant and internationally attractive city for tourism and events

More registered overnight stays (2021)1 2.1 million 5 million

More congresses of international organisations (2021) 143 450

Increase in the total number of confirmed hotel investments in 2021–26 
and diversity (2021) 8 30

More tourism enterprises and outlets in the sectors (2021) 7674 8000

Development and classification of event locations (NEW)  no yes

More major events in Helsinki N/A N/A

Prolongation of registered overnight stays 1.8 1.9

Helsinki is an international pioneer and provider of solutions in sustainable tourism and events

More Sustainable Travel Finland (STF) labels2 16 200

More events with environmental certifications  N/A  N/A

Helsinki improves its ranking in the Global Destination Sustainability 
(GDS) index3 16 1

Resident satisfaction with tourism and events remains at a good level4 good good+

More carbon footprint calculator users5 0 200

Helsinki is a smart destination and a functional event city    

More products in the tourism DataHub database6 164 500

More users for the knowledge-based management platform 0 150

1 In 2019, there were 4.5 million overnight stays recorded
2 The Sustainable Travel Finland programme is a national tourism sustainability programme by Visit Finland (Business 

Finland). The programme includes sections for tourist destinations and businesses. The destinations are required 
to answer 209 questions. The indicators can be found here.

3 The Global Destination Sustainability index is an international sustainability index designed especially for travel 
destinations. Its four main categories are the environment, social responsibility, businesses and destination man-
agement. The index includes 71 indicators. The indicators can be found here.

4 Helsinki Tourism Resident Survey 2021.
5 Carbon footprint calculator for tourism businesses as part of the Sustainable Travel Finland programme
6 Visit Finland’s national travel product database. 
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https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/sustainable-travel-finland-global-destination-sustainability-index-kriteeristo.pdf
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/sustainable-travel-finland-global-destination-sustainability-index-kriteeristo.pdf
https://matkailusaatio.fi/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Helsinkilaisten_asenteet_matkailuun_2021.pdf
https://datahub.visitfinland.com/
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5. Strategic choices and 
prerequisites for the 
development

 
Helsinki is a vibrant and internationally attractive 
city for tourism and events

In building the comfort, liveliness, vitality and attrac-
tiveness of Helsinki, a significant role is played by the 
diverse offering of events, culture and restaurants as 
well as the maritime nature – exceptionally rich even 
on an international scale – and diverse green spaces. 
These strengths result in genuine experiences that 
are of interest to Helsinki residents and also to an 
increasing number of visitors to the city. Safety, com-
pact size, functionality, comfort and high quality of 
life are also key factors in the city’s attractiveness. 
Historical layers, historical stories and distinctive 
city districts are part of this structure. A vibrant and 
attractive city centre is very important for Helsinki, 
and its development is also supported through tour-
ism and events.

Helsinki’s success depends on coping with increasing 
international competition. From the perspective of 
the national economy and the city, the development of 
tourism to Finland is the most effective way to increase 
the income from tourism. Investments in major inter-
national events, congresses and corporate events in 
Finland are also worthwhile, as the participants spend 
more money and stay longer than traditional leisure 
visitors. In addition, the promotion of international 
tourism and events supports the work towards at-
tracting investments, companies and talent.

In order to strengthen the vitality and attractiveness 
of the city, it is very important that Helsinki develops 
into an even more vibrant and interesting event city 
from the perspective of the city residents and var-
ious customers. Events attract local residents and 
domestic and foreign visitors alike. Interesting, di-
verse, high-quality and functional events serve as 
a motive to come to Helsinki and enjoy a variety of 
accommodation options and various restaurant and 
programme services in addition to the event.

Tourism and events are strongly intertwined in build-
ing awareness about Helsinki and in increasing the 
city’s attractiveness and, above all, its vitality. The 
sectors feed and support each other, especially from 
the point of view of strengthening Helsinki’s compet-
itiveness. 

A.1. International visitors will generate 
the growth in tourism 

There is limited potential for growth in the domestic 
market. However, domestic tourism acts as a market 
generating demand, for example, in the context of 
changing international political situations and fluctu-
ations in demand from international markets. Growth 
is achieved by investing particularly in various inter-
national target groups, emphasising Helsinki’s value 
base, strengths and sustainability. The selected tar-
get groups are looking for a genuine and sustainable 
experience, are curious and interested in the local 
culture and stories. In Helsinki, the urban pulse and 
peace of nature are balanced. From the point of view 
of responsibility and risk management, no market or 
target group should be overemphasised. 

In accordance with its own strategy and annual plan, 
Helsinki Partners implements international tourism 
marketing in cooperation with the city. According to 
studies, the most receptive audiences for Helsinki are 
found in Europe (UK, Germany and France) and Ja-
pan. In addition, media work and tour operator sales 
in particular will be carried out in the USA, as well as 
tactical marketing in Sweden and other neighbouring 
markets. Ultimately, the country-specific targeting 
of marketing will be based on research data and an 
assessment of the world situation. Helsinki residents 
and domestic tourists will be served through, for ex-
ample, the Myhelsinki.fi online service, social media 
and Tourist Information. At the same time, Helsinki’s 
events will be used to increase the attractiveness of 

the city, even out seasonal fluctuations and extend 
the stay of visitors.

A.2. Events strengthens the liveliness 
and vitality of Helsinki

Events have an important role in making Helsinki an 
enjoyable, dynamic and attractive city from the per-
spective of city residents and visitors alike. The image 
of Helsinki will increasingly be built on the basis of 
events and their marketing and communications ac-
tivities. The goal to make the event offering of Helsinki 
as wide, interesting and diverse as possible by means 
of, among other things, various event concepts and ex-
periments. Year-round events that spread widely from 
the city centre to different parts of the city strengthen 
the vitality of Helsinki and local companies and bring 
residents and visitors together, thereby increasing a 
sense of solidarity and mutual understanding. Events 
and the vitality they bring will be strengthened in Hel-
sinki with the Culture and Leisure Division’s separate 
entity relating to recovery from the pandemic. 

A.3. International congresses and 
major events as drivers of growth 

It is essential to make use of international event activ-
ities in promoting the city’s strategic objectives and 
in achieving opportunities for influence and growth. 
The economic impact of international events is also 
significant. Growth is sought from major interna-
tional events as well as congresses and corporate 
events. International events will help to strengthen 
the Helsinki brand, awareness about the city and 
its attractiveness. The city will greatly benefit from 
the increased international awareness and visibil-
ity, strengthened networks and grown expertise 
achieved through congresses and major events. 

Helsinki is characterised by work-related tourism. 
Approximately one-half of the registered overnight 
stays consist of work-related travel and one-quarter 
of these consist of international congress travel. The 
role of work-related travel may be increasingly im-
portant in the future, even if short meetings are held 
virtually. Work-related travel can also combine ele-
ments of leisure travel, making visitors stay longer.

Helsinki is investing in sporting and cultural events, 
which is a globally significant and growing business. 
In addition to their interesting content, major interna-
tional events provide excellent platforms for various 
activities and innovations that promote the goals of 
society, cities, sports, culture and companies. The 
goals of major international events are related to, 
for example, work on the country’s image, economic 

activities and employment, communality, tourism or 
the development of sports facilities.  

A.4. Distinctive urban culture, food 
and unique nature enhance the city’s 
appeal

Helsinki’s appeal factors are diverse. The cultural 
life and offering of the city are interesting and var-
ied. Building on our unique urban culture, we will be 
able to highlight the distinctive character of Helsinki, 
which makes the city more attractive all year round, 
increases cultural understanding and also promotes 
the commitment of the citizens to their hometown. 
Nature and the sea are an integral part of Helsinki 
and its culture, and they play a key role in increasing 
the appeal of the city. 

The aim is to strengthen the image of Helsinki as a vi-
brant and pulsating centre of urban culture. Interest-
ing content includes destinations like Central Library 
Oodi and the new Architecture and Design Museum, 
themed walks, responsible city events, visual arts 
destinations and events like the Helsinki Biennial as 
well as archipelago experiences like hiking and sau-
nas (UNESCO status of the sauna tradition). Nature, 
and especially the unique combination of urban envi-
ronment and nature, the so-called Urban Nature, will 
be given a more prominent role as Helsinki’s interna-
tional strength and appeal factor. Maritime Helsinki 
will remain one of the city’s most important develop-
ment areas, with Suomenlinna as its jewel. The devel-
opment of Helsinki’s nightlife and night-time economy 
will continue as part of the city’s various activities.  
Tourism and events are part of the development of the 
night-time economy, but the night-time development is 
primarily linked to the city’s service development. 

Internationally, but also regionally, food has become 
an important appeal factor for tourism. Helsinki has a 
number of innovative restaurants, a high-quality and 
varied food offering, interesting market halls, mar-
kets and other food culture operators and culinary 
experience providers. Investing in food tourism pro-
motes the competitiveness of the tourism and food 
sector, a vibrant urban culture, the recognition and 
image of our food culture, and the strengthening of 
the positive image of Helsinki. Food, restaurants and 
food tourism products are part of strengthening Hel-
sinki’s international image. 

Cooperation between event, restaurant and tourism 
operators will be developed and intensified to the 
mutual benefit of all operators. Closer cooperation 
will create more memorable and responsible food 
experiences for Helsinki residents and visitors, fur-
ther increasing the attractiveness of the city. 

A. 
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A.5. Good transport links and smooth 
customer paths as prerequisites for 
competitiveness

From the point of view of transport links, Finland is 
an island. Good transport accessibility of Helsinki 
is a vital prerequisite for the tourism industry and 
events of international interest. Tourists’ and event 
visitors’ travel chains, customer path at the destina-
tion and the resulting experience constitute an entity 
involving dozens of different actors. Functional trav-
el chains making use of public transport and cycling 
opportunities as well as the digital availability of ser-
vices can promote the creation of a customer-orient-
ed path to Helsinki and the experiences it offers. The 
city can bring together various actors and promote a 
comprehensive customer experience by developing 

an operating model for managing the visitor experi-
ence at the destination level. The role of Tourist Infor-
mation as part of customer experience management 
will also be increased, especially by relying on digital 
solutions. 

Cooperation with Finavia and the Port of Helsinki will 
be intensified in order to attract and establish new 
air and sea routes and operators. Together with the 
Port of Helsinki, smooth visits are ensured for inter-
national cruise customers, with particular emphasis 
on walking, cycling and public transport. The imple-
mentation and further development of the Port of 
Helsinki development programme plays a key role in 
the development of customer paths in the city centre 
in particular. This development work will also influ-
ence the upcoming Architecture and Design Muse-
um and the functionality of the Market Square area.

Helsinki is an international pioneer and provider 
of solutions in sustainable tourism and events

Helsinki is committed to sustainability in all its ac-
tivities. According to many international indicators, 
Helsinki and tourism, as well as events as part of it, 
are doing well in terms of sustainable development. 
Sustainability is developed from an ecological, so-
cio-cultural and economic perspective. Promoting 
sustainable destinations and activities requires 
strengthening the positive effects and minimising 
the negative effects. It should be noted that sustain-
ability and growth are not opposites of each other. 
Culturally, socially, ecologically and economically 
responsible choices can achieve growth in the prof-
itability of business operations, for instance. Sus-
tainable growth and renewal will become a reality 
if public and private actors and consumers change 
their practices responsibly and on a long-term basis. 
Succeeding in this also requires systematic planning, 
measuring, monitoring, communication and support 
for companies and other operators on the path to-
wards certification and continuous development of 
operations. As a pioneer in the sustainability of tour-
ism and events and a solver of future challenges, 
Helsinki can achieve significant competitive advan-
tage. This also supports the economic development 
priority of developing business that solves globally 
relevant problems.

B.1. Environmental sustainability and 
carbon neutrality at the forefront of 
development

The City of Helsinki aims to be carbon-neutral by 
2030. The tourism and event sectors must also re-
spond to the global climate crisis with their own ac-
tions. By being a pioneer, Helsinki can achieve sig-
nificant competitive advantage. At the same time, 
Helsinki can be an active promoter of the carbon 
handprint on a global scale. 

The development of sustainability in the tourism and 
event sectors is a comprehensive entity. It is neces-
sary to increase cross-sectoral cooperation in addi-
tion to the existing cooperation. By setting up a joint 
sustainability action group for the tourism and event 
sectors in the city, sustainability can be promoted 
systematically, persistently and with extensive ex-
pertise.  The promotion of international cooperation 
is also central to the sharing and exploitation of best 
practices and the creation of new knowledge and 

skills. Important actions include the further devel-
opment and widespread deployment of carbon foot-
print calculators and extensive promotion of carbon 
compensation. 

By investing in reporting, it is possible to increase im-
portant stakeholders’ awareness and understanding 
of the activities carried out. In future, the progress 
of sustainable development in the tourism and event 
sectors will be reported annually as a separate sub-
set in connection with normal annual reporting.

B.2. Helsinki residents, inclusiveness 
and social and cultural sustainability at 
the core of development

The well-being of Helsinki residents must be the 
starting point for all development. The tourism and 
event sectors have a number of positive effects on 
the city. However, it is also possible that tourists or 
event participants will have negative effects. While 
Helsinki rejoices in the increase of diversity and in-
ternationalisation, the development of culturally 
sustainable tourism must be ensured. Prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, overtourism was a significant 
phenomenon in many European cities, and the ad-
verse environmental and mobility impacts of events 
could put an excessive strain on residents. These can 
be managed using, for example, mobility data. 

The well-being and comfort of Helsinki residents in 
their hometown must be at the core of interactive 
development and decision-making. Indeed, the city is 
investing in active dialogue with residents. Coopera-
tion with the borough liaisons will be intensified from 
the point of view of tourism and events in order to 
better involve residents and communities in the de-
velopment work. Residents’ satisfaction with tourism 
and events will be measured regularly. In addition, 
Airbnb-type accommodation, which has provoked a 
lot of discussion, will be actively monitored and de-
veloped.

Helsinki is a safe and equal destination for tourism 
and events in many ways, especially when compared 
to many other destinations around the world. The city 
must communicate its values and operating meth-
ods internationally in a credible manner. This gives 
Helsinki a competitive advantage as a city of tourism 
and events where everyone is welcome, regardless 
of their age, sexual orientation, religion, culture or 

B. 
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special needs. The LGBTQ community constitutes 
a significant tourist target group, often sharing the 
value base that Helsinki aims to represent as a city. 
Accessible services and communication about them 
are important from the perspective of many differ-
ent target groups, since up to a quarter of tourists 
need accessible services when travelling. This devel-
opment is supported by existing programmes, such 
as Think Sustainably and Sustainable Travel Finland.

B.3. Helsinki is a world leader in 
sustainability, verified by indices and 
certifications 

In order for tourism and Helsinki as a destination to 
be able to respond to changing demand and secure 
their future, development must be sustainable. Tour-
ism businesses and other operators must therefore 
adapt their operations in an increasingly responsible 
direction. In addition, the work must be carried out in 
a credible manner, enabling the results to be meas-
ured. As a tourist destination, Helsinki must also fur-
ther develop its own activities in the various areas of 
sustainability. The national Sustainable Travel Finland 
programme provides companies and tourist destina-
tions with a toolkit for developing sustainable tour-
ism, which enables them to adopt sustainable meas-
ures and choices as part of their daily activities and 
to work actively to reduce consumption and optimise 
operations. It also provides comprehensive informa-
tion about the progress of sustainability in the city 
and Finland. The programme includes a total of 209 
sustainability questions for tourist destinations. As a 
tourist destination, Helsinki aims for the Sustainable 
Travel Finland (STF) label by 2025.

From the perspective of international visibility, com-
parability and credibility, the city is aiming for a top 
position on the Global Destination Sustainability 
(GDS) index by 2025. The index is an international 
sustainability index designed especially for travel 
destinations. Its four main categories are the envi-
ronment, social responsibility, businesses and desti-
nation management. The index includes 71 indicators. 
In 2021, Helsinki ranked at 16 out of 73. Helsinki is 
already doing many things very well, such as envi-
ronmental issues, but reporting, measurement and 
the lack of English-language material have been chal-
lenges in many places in previous years. With system-
atic and long-term efforts, reaching the top position 
in the international index is possible. 

The Think Sustainably service on the MyHelsinki.fi 
 website has already achieved an important role both 

in the corporate social responsibility path and in in-
ternational media. However, the visibility of the ser-
vice must be improved and the number of actors in-
volved in the service significantly increased in order 
to make responsible choices as easy as possible for 
locals and visitors.

In future, all Helsinki partnership events will be re-
quired to implement the EcoCompass or a similar 
environmental programme, and other events will be 
instructed to use the Think Sustainably service. 

B.4. The availability of skilled labour is 
vital for the sectors

Even before the COVID-19  pandemic, labour chal-
lenges in the tourism and event sectors were affect-
ed by many different forces of change, such as de-
creasing age groups, low work-related immigration, 
the effects of digitalisation on work tasks and skills 
requirements, global interdependence and changes 
in economy. In addition, as a result of the pandemic, 
a large number of employees have moved to other in-
dustries to work or started studies in a new field. The 
availability of labour has become an acute obstacle to 
growth. Wage and salary levels, working conditions, 
availability of affordable housing and the general at-
tractiveness of the sectors contribute to the labour 
challenge in the sectors. Without clear investments 
to ensure the availability of skilled labour, the sectors 
will not be able to achieve the desired growth path.

The challenge must be solved by a variety of com-
plementary measures taken by the city, ministries, 
agencies, educational institutions, labour market or-
ganisations and other stakeholders. The aim of this 
cooperation is to find solutions to the challenges in 
labour availability and mismatch. Helsinki can play a 
more significant role in promoting cooperation, es-
pecially as the local government pilot on employment 
enables the city to develop services based on the 
needs of jobseekers and employers in its own area 
and to allocate resources in a new way. In addition, 
the role of the City of Helsinki in training skilled la-
bour and entrepreneurs in the event industry and in-
creasing knowledge must be further strengthened. It 
is also important to continue to develop fair terms of 
employment in cooperation with various actors.

Key measures to improve employment opportunities 
in the tourism and event sectors include increas-
ing the sectors’ ability to attract and keep talent, 
work-related immigration and diversity.

B.5. Focusing on comprehensive safety 
is a prerequisite for the city’s appeal

The significance of safety and security in customer 
decision-making will be further emphasised, wheth-
er it is about health security, uncertainty about the 
global security situation, cybersecurity threats, se-
curity of programme services and events or a gener-
al sense of security. Investing in safety and security 
also brings economic benefits, as the benefits of the 
work are reflected in the city’s attractiveness, cus-
tomer volumes and the quality of tourism and events. 
However, this requires significant efforts and coop-
eration with the entire ecosystem, including various 
authorities.

Helsinki has created a tourism safety management 
plan, which was completed in late 2021. The plan also 
supports the development of event security. The de-
velopment plan to be implemented describes, among 
other things, the minimum criteria for safety man-
agement, the establishment of a safety workgroup, a 
common model for safety management, safety com-
munication and impact measurement. The geograph-
ical position of Finland as a neighbouring country of 
Russia affects the image of Finland and Helsinki, es-
pecially in terms of security. Helsinki’s international 
communications and marketing must pay particular 
attention to strengthening safety and security.
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Helsinki is a smart destination and a functional 
event city

Helsinki was chosen as the smartest travel destina-
tion in Europe (European Capital of Smart Tourism) 
in 2019. Helsinki now has every chance of becoming 
the world’s smartest and most functional visitor des-
tination in cooperation with the companies, scientific 
community and residents.

Digitality and new technologies will play a decisive 
role in the development and renewal. Companies that 
take advantage of digital solutions are also growing 
and internationalising faster than others. Digital de-
velopment is constantly shaping the tourism and 
event sectors. While Finns are making use of inter-
national services and technology, it is necessary to 
develop local expertise and support new domestic 
innovations. A smart destination also provides cus-
tomers with the smoothest path from dreaming to 
gaining experiences.

The systematic use of knowledge at different stages 
of decision-making, both within the City Group and in 
tourism and event companies, is of paramount impor-
tance for renewal, growth and competitiveness. Skill 
levels related to knowledge-based management and 
digitalisation in the tourism and event sectors must 
be raised ambitiously. In addition, something unique 
can be achieved by supporting cooperation between 
actors in ecosystems and encouraging them to en-
gage in bold pilots and innovation. The city must have 
a functional operating environment that provides 
operators with opportunities for growth and renewal 
and smooth paths to the services offered by the city.

The City of Helsinki has many different roles in the 
events of the city: for example, Helsinki can serve 
as an enabler, platform or host city of events. Due to 
the diversity of roles, in order for events to be imple-
mented, the city’s internal networks must be func-
tional and committed, and resourcing for the various 
roles and responsibilities must be allocated across 
organisational and unit boundaries. A well-function-
ing event environment is one of our city’s strengths 
and a prerequisite for the development of the event 
ecosystem. The functionality of the city has been 
proven by, among other things, many major interna-
tional events organised here. In the context of events, 
functionality means, above all, continuous develop-
ment of the city’s own activities, utilisation of digital 
tools and close cooperation with actors in the field.

C.1. Smart development of tourism 
and events is based on knowledge 
Knowledge-based management is a vital prerequisite 
for success in international competition. Information 
is needed to support the development of the urban 
environment and the city’s activities and to develop 
the expertise, product development and business of 
various actors. The city’s own decision-making is also 
based on extensive data. Knowledge-based man-
agement involves managing data and, in particular, 
analysing it and utilising it in day-to-day leadership. 
Among other things, knowledge-based management 
of operations allows seeking innovative solutions 
for improving the operating environment, customer 
experience and accessibility as well as for identify-
ing bottlenecks. Sustainability cannot be developed 
without data, refined analyses and decision-making 
based on them. Information is also used to carry out 
effective advocacy work, highlighting Helsinki’s sta-
tus as Finland’s largest tourist destination. Helsinki 
has long been a pioneer in openly sharing informa-
tion, for example, through the content of the Helsinki 
Region Infoshare service. This work needs to be con-
tinued but also expanded and deepened, taking into 
account the specific needs and characteristics of the 
tourism and event sectors.

In order to support the development of tourism and 
events, a knowledge-based management tool will be 
implemented in cooperation with actors within the 
city and stakeholders outside the city organisation. 
Knowledge-based management within the city is em-
phasised. In the same way, the skills of the industry 
are supported especially through the Makers of Hel-
sinki network.

C.2. City space-related decisions 
support tourism and events

Comprehensive, more systematic and long-term de-
velopment of tourism and events must be carried out 
in the city as part of the planning and construction 
of the urban environment. Among other things, the 
city should better understand how the hotel market 
develops in different regions and take into account 
things like clear shortcomings in the offering or the 
possible challenges of overtourism. The best places 
to centralise restaurant activities should be deter-
mined more specifically. The most suitable locations 

C. 
for events must be specified, taking into account 
noise, traffic and space requirements. In addition, it 
must be ensured that the city has a sufficient number 
of functional indoor and outdoor spaces for organis-
ing events. The mapping and definition of natural sites 
from the point of view of tourism and the carrying ca-
pacity of the sites must be taken into account in the 
plan. Similarly, questions about the location of camp-
sites and the use of city-owned properties for tour-
ism or events must be resolved as part of the overall 
picture. The role of various city districts in tourism 
and events needs to be addressed; for example, the 
potential of Arabianranta as a tourist destination is 
currently underexploited. Comprehensive planning 
should also include event areas outside the city cen-
tre and their use for the city’s events. The placement 
of terraces and the needs of nightlife, for example, 
are also part of the whole. When planning the entities 
described above, it is important to take into account 
the challenge of overtourism that emerged before 
the pandemic.

Several new hotels have been completed or will be 
completed in Helsinki within a short time. The COV-
ID-19 pandemic has brought uncertainty to some of 
the hotel projects. However, it is important to note 
that Helsinki is still a significantly smaller destina-
tion in terms of hotel capacity than Stockholm and 
Copenhagen, for example. Helsinki’s ability to afford 
to increase and diversify its hotel capacity despite 
the uncertain times is supported by enabling inter-
national growth in tourism, the attractiveness of 
Helsinki, Finnair’s Asia strategy (the strategy must 
be reviewed due to the war in Ukraine), Finavia’s 

significant investments in the airport, good accessi-
bility and the continued interest of investors. 

In support of the long-term goals of the develop-
ment of tourism and event areas, where the afore-
mentioned areas of development are widely taken 
into account, the city will prepare a comprehensive 
development plan, the Master Plan. In addition, when 
assigning its plots and organising design and other 
competitions, the city ensures that the terms of the 
planning and competitions enable new operators 
and concepts to be located in Helsinki. Helsinki Part-
ners will actively continue to promote and coordinate 
hotel projects. Hospitality operators investing in Hel-
sinki are required to commit to internationally recog-
nised environmental certificates. 

C.3. Helsinki is a functioning platform 
for events 

Ease and digitalisation from the event organiser’s 
point of view are at the core of the development of 
events. Ease means, among other things, predictabil-
ity, easily understandable support and cooperation 
models, smooth communication and finding infor-
mation, support in growth and internationalisation, 
and taking events into account in urban planning and 
the development of the city’s own infrastructure. The 
one-stop shop principle for events means that the 
city builds clear operating models and instructions 
for event organisers. This is made concrete, in par-
ticular, through customer-oriented digital content 
and operating models and tools to be developed.
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C.4. Promoting companies’ digital 
capabilities to increase their 
competitiveness
The tourism and event sectors are becoming increas-
ingly digitalised. Success in competition requires 
continuous investments in, among other things, the 
discoverability, multi-channelling and automation of 
products and services. Preparation for the use of vir-
tual reality and artificial intelligence must start now 
at the latest. Knowledge-based management and 
overall digital capability also go hand in hand.

It is important to identify the city’s role as a key actor 
in promoting the integration of different systems. The 
creation of a digital product offering for companies 
and the distribution of product inventory are sup-
ported, for example, as part of the development work 
of Visit Finland’s DataHub and MyHelsinki Open API 
and through the growth of expertise. 

C.5. Growth and renewal through 
accelerating innovation in the 
tourism and event sectors
Helsinki is one of the leading startup hubs in North-
ern Europe. Put together, the tourism and event sec-
tors constitute one of the most important sectors for 
the city. By combining these two entities with other 
sectors, new innovations and companies can be cre-
ated. The city can play a more active role as a plat-
form for new innovations and experiments.

The City of Helsinki aims to bring together companies 
and operators in the tourism and event sectors with 
companies in other sectors, especially startups. In 
addition, the city recognises the benefits of its test-
bed activities for tourism and events. By creating 
new opportunities for companies and communities 
to pilot products and services in the city’s operating 
environment, it is possible to generate new business 
and also increase digital capability. For example, city 
events and events organised by other parties in which 
the city is involved can serve as platforms for various 
pilots. At best, experimentation activities spawn suc-
cessful companies capable of creating products that 
serve new customer target groups.
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6. Preparation and follow-
up of the tourism and 
events programme
Preparation of the programme
The Tourism and Events Programme was approved 
by the City of Helsinki’s Economic Development 
Sub-committee on 9.5.2022. 

The creation of the programme was led as a joint 
effort by the Economic Development/Tourism and 
Destination Management Unit and the Communi-
cations/Brand unit. The programme was developed 
extensively, involving the entire ecosystem. The pro-
gramme was discussed by the following groups, 
among others:

• The Makers of Helsinki network, which consists 
of about one hundred tourism companies.

• The Helsinki Tourism Advisory Board, which 
consists of twenty or so tourism companies in 
Helsinki or other significant stakeholders.

• The City Group’s Tourism Cooperation Group, 
which consists of the heads of key city divisions 
and units who contribute to the development 
of tourism in the city. Key operators include the 
Urban Environment and the Culture and Leisure 
divisions.

• Event cooperation groups, i.e. the event steering 
group and the on-site event group.

The programme was discussed in a number of small-
er workgroups, which mainly involved representa-
tives of the city’s various divisions and actors of the 
City Group. These included:

• Helsinki Partners Ltd

• Urban Environment, Education, and Cultural and 
Leisure divisions

• Helsinki Event Foundation

• Helsinki City Premises Ltd

• HAM, Helsinki City Museum

• Port of Helsinki

The programme was also worked on at the Helsin-
ki Tourism Seminar and other events open to a wide 
range of people. Before being taken to the Economic 
Development Sub-committee, the programme was 
also discussed by the management groups of the 
Economic Development Division and the Communi-
cations Unit as well as the City Executive Group.

Not everything was reinvented, but the work also uti-
lised the previous roadmaps for tourism and events. 
In addition, the programme utilised the already com-
pleted roadmap for sustainable tourism, which was 
not taken to the final decision-making due to the pan-
demic. Other actors’ roadmaps and strategies were 
also very widely taken into account in the work. These 
are described in Appendix 3.

A business impact assessment and SDG analysis 
have been carried out for the programme.

Publication, follow-up and deployment

The programme will be published and maintained on 
the City of Helsinki website. The progress of the pro-
gramme will also be monitored on the same website 
with the help of certain indicators. An annual report 
on the progress of the programme will be created in 
cooperation between the Tourism and Destination 
Management Unit and the Brand unit, utilising nor-
mal reporting on the implementation of activities. 
The content and implementation of the programme 
will be presented at various workgroups and other 
events. The implementation and updates will be com-
municated at the meetings of the Economic Develop-
ment Sub-committee, if necessary.

The programme will primarily be deployed through 
annual action plans and existing City Group work-
groups or similar. 
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Appendices

  

Appendix 1. 

Background strategies and programmes

City’s internal strategies and programmes 

Helsinki City Strategy

The City Strategy was completed in autumn 2021 and will be valid until 2025.

Source 

Industrial policy priorities – Economic Development

1. Strengthening business and innovation environments that support companies’ competitiveness

2. Growing, renewing and diversifying entrepreneurship and business operations in Helsinki 

3. Improving the likelihood of Helsinki residents finding employment and ensuring sufficient skilled labour 
for companies 

4. Increasing the attraction of Helsinki as a city of sustainable tourism, culture and events

5. Developing Helsinki into an increasingly attractive city for international talent, companies and invest-
ments 

6. Businesses that solve globally relevant problems are being developed in Helsinki 

7. Increasing the vitality of the city centre

Source 

Restaurant development plan – Economic Development

• P1 Supporting restaurant entrepreneurs to make the sector more attractive

• P2 Promoting cooperation between various Experience Economy sectors

• P3 Developing the responsibility of Helsinki restaurants

• P4 Creating a shared vision for the restaurant ecosystem and operating conditions for cooperation to 
achieve the vision

• P5 Developing Helsinki’s reputation as an interesting food city

Source: The plan is available from Economic Development

Helsinki’s brand and marketing strategy policies – Communications

• Helsinki’s brand and marketing strategy policies will be completed in summer 2022.

• The update of the brand concept will highlight the core of the brand and create tools for the effective 
deployment of the concept both within the city organisation and in cooperation with a number of stake-
holders. 

• Based on the City Strategy, the marketing strategy will make choices about thematic priorities and will 
target measures to selected target groups.
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City of Helsinki’s communication policies – Communications 
• The City of Helsinki’s communication policies and guidelines 2019

Source 

Policies and priorities for international activities – Strategy Department

To be completed on 13 June 2022.

Helsinki Maritime Strategy 2030– Economic Development

1. Helsinki is an attractive and functional sea city.

2. Maritime services and recreational possibilities are available to everyone.

3. Helsinki treasures its sea nature.

Source

Helsinki roadmap for work, study and entrepreneurship-based immigration 2022–2025 – 
Labour Force and Immigration

Creating the roadmap is the responsibility of the Labour Force and Immigration unit. The roadmap will be 
submitted to the Economic Development Sub-committee for decision-making in spring 2022.

Preliminary themes from the roadmap:

• Helsinki as an attractive destination for the migration of experts and companies

• Helsinki as a service provider for international experts and companies

• Helsinki as an employer for international experts

• Helsinki as a lobbyist

Economic policy goals for land use

The economic policy goals for land use address the city’s land use issues extensively from an economic 
policy perspective. In addition, the document sets out policies with which the city can promote the prereq-
uisites for entrepreneurial activities in the coming years.

Tourism

• When assigning its plots and organising design and other competitions, the city ensures that the terms 
of the planning and competitions enable new operators and concepts to be located in Helsinki. Opera-
tors are required to commit to internationally recognised environmental certificates.

• Helsinki will systematically increase and diversify the accommodation capacity in the city area through 
private projects. In order to diversify the offering, the city actively attracts new hotel operators and 
investments, with particular emphasis on the following quality requirements:

• expanding the offering, particularly focusing on hotels in the luxury and economy categories and on 
various innovative concepts;

• attracting new international chains to the city.

Events

• The city will continue to develop existing and emerging event areas and spaces according to the event 
roadmap and so that the prerequisites for organising events

• will be taken into account in the planning process sufficiently in advance.

• The accessibility of public urban space will be improved, taking into account various activities, and 
opportunities for cultural activities will be increased through temporary activities, continuous area 
surveys and place-making thinking.

• The city’s permit and notification requirements for events will loosened.

• City-owned premises will be opened up for various uses in support of events. 

Source:

Vitality project for the city centre – cooperation group between the City of Helsinki and the 
business sector to strengthen the vitality of the city centre

The City of Helsinki aims to ensure that the city centre remains Finland’s most diverse concentration of 
workplaces, services and leisure opportunities and is accessible to all throughout the year. To this end, the 
city will intensify its cooperation with various operators in the city centre. At the same time, Helsinki also 
wants to ensure the good accessibility of the city centre by all means of transport and at all times of the 
year.

Source

Helsinki tourism safety development plan – Travel and Tourism

A development plan created by the Tourism and Destination Management Unit of the Economic Develop-
ment Division provides guidelines for the development of tourism safety.

1. Minimum criteria for the safety management of tourism have been specified and will be followed.

2. It will be ensured that there is an active safety workgroup for tourism in Helsinki with clear specifica-
tions, roles and communications.

3. A common safety management model will be maintained, developed and monitored.

4. Safety will be made visible by communicating: a common way of communicating in everyday life and in 
crisis situations.

5. The implementation and impact of the common model of safety management will be measured.

Source

Development of tourist bus services – action plan – Urban Environment

The demand for tourist bus services has grown in recent years due to the tourism growth. The objective is 
to provide tourists with easy alternative modes of transport to explore the city and ensure smooth tourist 
bus services for the appropriate target groups to see Helsinki. The work aims to present guidelines for the 
near future for improving the smoothness of tourist bus services through an action plan.

• General planning principles and operating models

• Information and cooperation

• Parking spaces

• Infrastructure measures

• Services for transport operators and tourists

Source

Cultural environment programme – City Museum and Urban Environment

The programme will be completed in late 2022. A draft of future policies.

The cultural environment programme is a joint policy of the City Museum and the Urban Environment 
Division on the most important characteristics of the cultural environment and their management and 
utilisation in Helsinki.

Helsinki is a sustainably growing and reasonably-sized capital city where you can take root. Its strength 
lies in localness and the present cultural environment and landscape.

• Helsinki is an interesting and international city that has a living history and values its  
cultural environments.

• Helsinki has urban culture in a cultural landscape and an urban environment.

• Helsinki is a diverse city of contrasts experienced by residents and visitors.

• Helsinki is a city that changes and works sustainably.

https://www.hel.fi/static/helsinki/muut-saannot/Viestinnan-ohjeet.pdf
https://www.hel.fi/static/helsinki/muut-saannot/Viestinnan-ohjeet.pdf%20
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/helsinki-maritime-strategy-2030.pdf
https://www.hel.fi/static/public/hela/Kaupunginhallituksen_elinkeinojaosto/Suomi/Paatos/2022/Keha_2022-03-14_Eja_2_Pk/E9E1A563-5AF1-C7DF-974F-7F96F6A00000/Liite.pdf%20
https://www.hel.fi/uutiset/fi/kaupunginkanslia/helsingin-kaupunki-haluaa-kehittaa-keskustan-vetovoimaa-ja-parantaa-keskustassa-toimivien-yritysten-toimintaedellytyksia
https://www.hel.fi/yritystenhelsinki/fi/matkailuelinkeino/matkailun-kehittaminen/turvallisuus/
https://www.hel.fi/static/public/hela/Kaupunkiymparistolautakunta/Suomi/Paatos/2021/Kymp_2021-03-23_Kylk_10_Pk/7808C78D-4E2F-C4FE-AEF4-77F1D1700000/Liite.pdf
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Nature service policy – Urban Environment

The work will start in 2022 – to be completed at the end of the year, contact person Kaisa Pajanen, Urban 
Environment Division.

Art and culture in Helsinki 2030 – Culture and Leisure

In Helsinki, art and culture are at the heart of good life and the development of the city.

• Art helps Helsinki face and change the future.

• Art and culture are key forces in the development of Helsinki.

• The lives all Helsinki residents are part of the common spirit of Helsinki.

Source

Human Rights in Helsinki

Human Rights in Helsinki collects information about the city’s efforts to improve equality and prevent 
discrimination. The site is aimed at both local residents and city employees. The site includes the city’s 
equality and non-discrimination plans, various ways to promote equality and non-discrimination as a city 
employee, and information about the Gender Equality Commission, Non-Discrimination Commission, El-
derly Citizens Council and Council on Disability.

Source

City’s environmental policy and reporting

Goals have been set in eight thematic areas:

• climate protection

• air protection

• noise control

• protection of the sea and water bodies

• nature and soil conservation

• procurement, waste and materials efficiency

• environmental awareness and responsibility

• environmental management and partnerships

Source 

Helsinki Roadmap for Tourism 2018–2021 – Economic Development

The Tourism and Events Programme also takes into account the work already done in the past and the 
guidelines of the previous roadmaps, which are largely in line with the new programme.

Source

Helsinki Roadmap for Events 2019 -> Communications

In the case of events, too, it is more a question of updating the previous roadmap than of inventing com-
pletely new policies.

Source

Sustainable Tourism Programme 2020–2025

The programme had been completed and was about to be submitted to the Economic Development 
Sub-committee for decision-making in spring 2020 but, due to the pandemic and the consequent change 
in the operating environment, it was decided to postpone the decision until later. The Tourism and Events 
Programme replaces the Sustainable Tourism Programme and has made full use of the work done.

Themes of the programme

1. The well-being of the local community as a starting point for everything – interaction with the local 
community

2. Sustainable growth together – development of tourism in cooperation with companies

3. Bold choices towards climate wisdom – actions by the city’s various divisions in response to climate 
challenges

4. Knowledge-based tourism management – city-internal tourism management measures

Source

City Group operator strategies 

Helsinki Partners Ltd
• To be completed in April 2022.

Helsinki City Premises Ltd
• To be completed in May 2022.

Event Foundation – Helsinki Event Foundation’s strategy update 2022–2025

The foundation’s mission: Shared joy creates sustainable Helsinki

Our events make Helsinki a better place to live. The joy they bring to the city is experienced together with 
others, thereby strengthening the sense of inclusion, cohesion and trust and creating conditions for so-
cially sustainable growth.

Objectives for the strategy period

1. To build social sustainability

2. To grow by reaching new audiences

3. To enable growth by developing partnerships

4. To create interface management models

Port of Helsinki Development Programme 2022 – Port of Helsinki

The Port of Helsinki will take one of the largest leaps of development in its history when Tallinn traffic will 
be centralised to the West Harbour and Stockholm traffic to Katajanokka. Implementing the development 
programme will take about ten years.

Source

https://www.hel.fi/static/liitteet-2019/KuVa/julkaisut/Taide-ja-kulttuuri%20Helsingissa%202030.pdf
https://ihmisoikeudet.hel.fi/?lang=en
https://www.hel.fi/helsinki/en/housing/environmental/policy/policy%20
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/matkailun-tiekartta.pdf
https://www.hel.fi/static/liitteet-2019/Kaupunginkanslia/tapahtumallisuus/helsinki-roadmap-for-events.pdf
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/helsingin-kestavan-matkailun-ohjelma-luonnos-12.1.2021.pdf
%20https://portofhelsinki.fi/en/making-new
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Programmes, guidelines, indices and commitments related to the city’s 
tourism and events 

Sustainable Meeting operating model for Meeting Planners

Helsinki Marketing (now Helsinki Partners) has created guidelines for organising sustainable events.

Source

Instructions for providing accommodation in a flat

The purpose of these instructions is to clarify when a permit is required for transferring the right of occu-
pancy of a flat and when such provision of accommodation is considered professional and not occasional, 
short-term letting of a private home.

Source

Knowledge-based management specification

Final report on the knowledge-based management specification work by the Tourism and Destination Man-
agement Unit in spring 2022.

Source 

Sustainable Travel Finland programme

The programme involved 73 or so companies, with 17 companies awarded the Sustainable Travel Finland 
(STF) label (April 2022).

Source

Criteria

Management Plan, Fortress of Suomenlinna – Unesco World Heritage Site 2020–2024

The Management Plan process consists of four stages: a description of the history and the present state, 
the priorities for the future, the implementation, and the action plan. The plan is governed by the values of 
Suomenlinna and the goals of sustainable development. The action plan is being updated on the website of 
the Governing Body of Suomenlinna. Priorities for the future based on the values of Suomenlinna will guide 
the work done there for decades to come.

• Suomenlinna for all!

• The significance of history and the spirit of the place

• Suomenlinna as a Helsinki city district

• Services in Suomenlinna

Source 

Suomenlinna’s sustainable tourism strategy:

Strategy focus areas:

• Management of the impact of tourism and repatriation of benefits

• Maintaining high-quality visitor experiences

• From a summer destination to a year-round destination

• Increasing network-oriented activities

• Communication of World Heritage values

Source 

Principles of sustainable tourism in national parks, nature and historical sites and World 
Heritage Sites – Metsähallitus

In Helsinki, Metsähallitus is active in particular on Vallisaari island. There are also key stakeholders related 
to Nuuksio and Sipoonkorpi National Parks. Suomenlinna is a World Heritage Site.

Source

The Global Destination Sustainability Index

Helsinki’s ranking in 2021 was 16/73.

Source

Criteria

The Glasgow Declaration

The declaration will be signed in 2022.

Source

Lisbon Declaration on Cities for all: building cities for citizens and visitors

The declaration was signed on 5 April 2019.

Source

Nur-Sultan Declaration on ‘Smart Cities, Smart Destinations’

The declaration was signed on 10 October 2019.

Source

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Helsinki is committed to the UN Sustainable Development Goals, reporting them to the UN. The Tourism 
and Events Programme also follows the goals.

Source

Helsinki and the UN Sustainable Development Goals

https://www.myhelsinki.fi/en/meetings-and-travel-trade/sustainable-meeting-operating-model-for-meeting-planners
https://www.hel.fi/static/rakvv/ohjeet/Luvaton-majoitus-eng.pdf
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/hki-knowledge-management-definition-work.pdf
https://www.businessfinland.fi/en/for-finnish-customers/services/travel/vastuullisuus/sustainable-travel-finland
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/sustainable-travel-finland-global-destination-sustainability-index-kriteeristo.pdf
https://frantic.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/suomenlinna/sites/2/2020/04/30081059/Management-Plan-Fortress-of-Suomenlinna-2020-2024_V2.pdf
https://frantic.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/suomenlinna/2021/12/23135759/Drum_Suomenlinna_kestavan_matkailun_strategia_saavutettava_small.pdf
https://www.metsa.fi/en/responsible-business/nature-tourism-and-sustainability/principles-of-sustainable-tourism/
https://www.gds.earth/
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/sustainable-travel-finland-global-destination-sustainability-index-kriteeristo.pdf
https://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/programmes/sustainable-tourism/glasgow-declaration
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/lisbon-declaration-unwto-mayorsforum.pdf
https://www.hel.fi/static/kanslia/elo/nursultan-declaration-unwto-urban.pdf
https://www.un.org/en/
https://www.hel.fi/helsinki/en/administration/strategy/sustainability
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External stakeholder strategies and programmes 

MEAE – Finnish Tourism Strategy 2019–2028

Finland’s updated tourism strategy identifies four priorities that will facilitate the sustainable growth and 
renewal of the tourism sector:

1. supporting sustainable development

2. responding to the digital transformation

3. improving accessibility, taking into account the needs of the tourism sector

4. ensuring an operating environment that supports competitiveness.

Source

MEC – Roadmap for cultural tourism

The aim is to draw up a roadmap for the development of national cultural tourism. The roadmap is to 
support the goal to strengthen cultural tourism set out in the Government Programme of Prime Minister 
Sanna Marin and Finland’s updated tourism strategy for 2019–2028.

Source

Visit Finland Strategy (a Business Finland unit)

Vision

Finland is the world’s leading sustainable travel destination. We add value to our society and customers 
and care for our unique environment. Finland is the first choice for mindful travellers.

Economic growth

1. Increasing demand

Sustainability

2. Developing sustainable travel

Competitiveness

3. Developing digital accessibility/competitiveness

4. Leading with knowledge

5. Impactful networks and partnerships

Source

Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Council – Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Programme 2022–2025

In 2030, Helsinki-Uusimaa will be well ahead

1. in climate change mitigation: our objective is to be a carbon-neutral region in 2030.

2. in economic competitiveness: our objective is to increase Helsinki-Uusimaa’s research and develop-
ment expenditure to five per cent of the region’s gross domestic product.

3. in well-being: our objective is to achieve an employment rate of 80 per cent in Helsinki-Uusimaa by the 
end of 2030.

Source

MEAE – Employment roadmap for accommodation, catering and tourism industries

The employment roadmap for accommodation, catering and tourism services is being drawn up by the 
accommodation, catering and tourism sector group. The aim is to ensure the availability of skilled labour 
throughout Finland. Companies’ opportunities to grow and invest depend on labour supply. Sector-specif-
ic groups will provide recommendations on measures by the end of 2022.

Source

Finland Promotion Board – Main guidelines and annual key themes of Finland’s country image 
communications

Finland Promotion Board’s work is based on networking. The Management Group is responsible for giving 
an opinion on issues related to the country image and determining the main guidelines and annual key 
themes of country image communications.

Source

EU Sustainable Tourism Strategy

European Parliament resolution of 25 March 2021 on establishing an EU strategy for sustainable tourism.

Source

https://tem.fi/en/finland-tourism-strategy
https://okm.fi/en/project?tunnus=OKM038:00/2021
https://www.businessfinland.fi/490207/globalassets/finnish-customers/02-build-your-network/visit-finland/julkaisut/visit-finland-strategy-2021-2025-english.pdf
https://www.uudenmaanliitto.fi/aluekehitys/uusimaa-ohjelma_2022-2025
https://tem.fi/hanke?tunnus=TEM111:00/2021&utm_source=emaileri&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Matkailun%20uutiset*%20Ukrainan%20tilanteen%20vaikutukset&utm_term=Lue%20lisaa&utm_content=u-4222890-74288587-2253634-5
https://um.fi/finland-promotion-board2
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0109_EN.html
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Appendix 2. 

Ecosystem description

A key factor in Helsinki’s success is close cooperation with the ecosystem as a whole. The city compensates 
for the scarcity of resources with good cooperation between the various actors and the resulting synergies. 

The city’s internal organisation

Development of the tourism and event sectors is promoted by several divisions and units in the city organisa-
tion.

Economic Development/Travel and Tourism

The Tourism and Destination Management Unit under the Economic Development department is responsi-
ble for the comprehensive development of tourism and restaurants in cooperation with other city opera-
tors, companies and the rest of the ecosystem. 

• Makers of Helsinki network

The Makers of Helsinki network is an operating model established for cooperation between companies 
and other operators in the tourism, event and restaurant sectors. The network is managed by the Tourism 
and Destination Management Unit in cooperation with the Brand unit and Helsinki Partners. The network 
includes over a hundred membership fee-paying operators in key positions in the tourism, event and res-
taurant sectors. The network aims to intensify cooperation between the companies and the city and indus-
try to jointly promote the success of the tourism, event and restaurant sectors. The cooperation between 
the sectors and companies is to be further intensified during the programme period.

• A dedicated communication plan will be drawn up for the tourism, event and restaurant sectors. Cur-
rently, a company in Helsinki can receive messages from many different City Group actors without any 
synchronisation. It is understandably confusing. In future, communications should be carried out based 
on the one-stop-shop principle. 

• Groups supporting the unit’s work 

The Tourism and Destination Management Unit has launched two cooperation supporting groups in 2022.

• The Helsinki Tourism Advisory Board consists of twenty or so tourism companies or other significant 
operators in the field in Helsinki.

• The City Group’s Tourism Cooperation Group consists of the heads of key city divisions and units who 
contribute to the development of tourism in the city. Other key operators besides the City Executive 
Office include the Urban Environment and the Culture and Leisure divisions. 

Communications/Brand unit

The Brand unit under Communications is responsible for the comprehensive development of events in 
cooperation with other city operators, companies and the rest of the ecosystem.  The Brand unit is also 
responsible for Helsinki’s brand and marketing strategy city-wide. 

• Major event-steering group

• Event steering group

• On-site event group

• Brand coordination group

• An Event Advisory Board is to be established, consisting of various event operators and influencers in 
the sector  

• Coordination group for international communications and marketing (under the responsibility of the 
Communications’ External Communications unit) 

Sectors specifically related to events and their services

• The Urban Environment Division plays a significant role when it comes to public events organised in 
public spaces. The division’s various services authorise the necessary permits for public events, from 
land use to noise reports.  

• The Culture and Leisure Division supports the mental and physical well-being of city residents, active 
citizenship and civilisation by awarding grants for events, for example. The division’s various cultural 
centres, Tiivistämö and sports facilities provide excellent venues for all operators, from major interna-
tional events to independent city resident activities.

• Education Division

Sustainability action group for the tourism and event sectors

In spring 2022, a sustainability action group for the tourism and event sectors will be established as part 
of the city-level sustainable development working group. The group will include representatives from 
Carbon-neutral Helsinki, Environmental Services and other key operators. A subdivision will be set up to 
promote the contents of the GDS index and the STF programme. The subdivision will work in close cooper-
ation with Helsinki Partners in conjunction with the development of the Think Sustainably service.

Safety workgroup for the tourism and event sectors

In accordance with the development plan implemented in the Tourism and Destination Management Unit 
under the Economic Development department, a safety workgroup for the tourism and event sectors will 
be established in the city in 2022. The central task of the group is to ensure that the cooperation between 
the various actors in the city works seamlessly in relation to the tourism and event industry needs.

Borough liaisons in city districts

Each major district in Helsinki has its own borough liaison who helps residents find the right influencing 
channels in Helsinki. The borough liaisons provide information, guidance and advice regarding participa-
tion and influencing opportunities. They support cooperation between area-specific operators and organ-
ise events such as the Mayor’s resident evenings. The tourism and event sectors will be one of the major 
areas for development for the borough liaisons. The aim is to ensure the involvement of local residents in 
the cooperation and development of the industries.
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City Group’s subsidiary organisations

Helsinki Partners Ltd

Part of the City Group, Helsinki Partners is responsible for increasing the city’s international competitive-
ness and appeal, attracting international companies, investments, talent and visitors and B2B events, as 
well as building the city’s global reputation and brand.  Helsinki Partners’ activities include attracting tour-
ists and congresses, active public relations and media work, and close cooperation with companies. The 
company is also responsible for the maintenance, content production and development of the MyHelsinki.
fi website and MyHelsinki social media channels.

Helsinki Event Foundation

Part of the City Group, Helsinki Event Foundation organises significant public events such as Helsinki Fes-
tival, Lux Helsinki, Helsinki Day, Helsinki’s New Year’s Eve celebrations, Baltic Herring Market and Helsinki 
Christmas Market.

Helsinki City Premises Ltd

Part of the City Group, Helsinki City Premises Ltd is responsible for the development of the premises and 
areas it rents out. The company’s mission is to raise Helsinki’s profile as a more attractive and competitive 
city by developing the city’s urban and food culture and market and market hall operations, ensuring their 
flexible and cost-effective organisation.

Kiinteistö Oy Kaapelitalo 

Kiinteistö Oy Kaapelitalo (Kaapeli) is a property management company owned by the City of Helsinki that 
owns, renovates and rents old industrial premises for art and cultural purposes. The objective is to pro-
vide functional and inspiring spaces for different forms of culture.

Olympic Stadium

The renewed Olympic Stadium is the largest arena for events in Finland, offering an impressive setting for 
international events. The stadium is also the most desired and famed meeting point for physical activities, 
sports, entertainment and tourism.

Finlandia Hall Ltd

Finlandia Hall is a subsidiary organisation of the city operating under market conditions. Finlandia Hall’s 
role in the city’s meeting and congress sector, in particular, is significant. Finlandia Hall is closed for reno-
vation between 2022 and 2024, with Little Finlandia serving as a replacement facility.

Cooperation with stakeholders outside the city

The city cooperates extensively with various stakeholders. Below are some key organisations and other bodies 
with which we cooperate. 

Finnish stakeholders
• Visit Finland (international marketing, digital development, sustainable development)

• Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Council (Helsinki-Uusimaa tourism expert group)

• Association of Tourism Organisations in Finland – Suoma ry (Helsinki-member, representative on the 
Board of Directors, i-division)

• Finnish event industry association (close cooperation in promoting the event sector as a whole)

• Event cities’ cooperation group

• Congress Network Finland ry – CNF

• Finland Promotion Board and Finland Promotion Board Task Force

• Finnish Association for Tourism and Restaurant Services (MaRa) and Association of Finnish Travel 
Industry (SMAL) (no membership, close dialogue with each other)

• Other tourism regions (close cooperation with Espoo, Vantaa, Tampere, Turku and Oulu, for example)

International stakeholders

Helsinki’s success as a travel destination depends on international visitors. Helsinki must also be at the 
heart of international development discussion and work to be relevant as a destination.

• European Capital of Smart Tourism (Helsinki won the EU Commission’s initiative in 2019)

• European Tourism Association – ETOA

• Nordic Tourism Collective

• European Cities Marketing – ECM (with Helsinki Marketing’s CEO on the Board 2019–2022)

• World Tourism Cities Federation– WTCF (with the Mayor on the board)

• Eurocities City Branding and Attractiveness working group

• Cruise Baltic

• International Congress and Convention Association – ICCA

• Global Destination Sustainability Movement – GDS

• The City Network on Food & Gastronomy – Delice
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SDG analysis tool

SDG analysis of city-level guidance documents
Name of the programme/plan Roadmap for Tourism and Events 2022–2026 19 April 2022

Impact on the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals

Positive, direct

Positive, indirect

No impact

Negative, indirect

Negative, direct

More information required

City Strategy sustainability 
goals specifically promoted 
by the programme 

In Helsinki, the vibrant urban culture, complete with events, tourists and restaurants, has been adopted as a key strategic priority for promoting 
vitality and well-being. Besides the significant economic multiplier effects, tourism and events promote understanding, social cohesion and 
tolerance between people and cultures.

Assessment of the 
effectiveness of the 
programme/plan objectives in 
relation to the SDG and 
strategy goals

The roadmap for tourism and events plays a key role in promoting the sustainable development goals for travel and events in Helsinki. The 
roadmap observes the sustainable development goals extensively and with an ambitious approach. In particular, the roadmap contributes to 
SDGs 8, 9, 11 and 12, with several other goals promoted indirectly. Sustainability is actively monitored using the Global Destination 
Sustainability Index,for example. Tourism and events also include negative environmental impacts. Therefore, it is very important to reduce 
these through the goals and show an example to others. That said, tourism and events produce many positive social and economic impacts. 
The tourism and event industry employ sa significant number of young people and immigrants, in particular.

Appendix 3. 

SDG analysis
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